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Calendar of Events *Kamloops Chapter Events
*Jan 7th
Group Breakfast @ Denny’s 9:30 am
*Jan 22nd General Meeting
*Aug 7-14th Proposed Bus Trip to Reno Swap Meet &Hot Nights (p3)

It appears that I am still your Editor so after 9 years of doing the Kamshaft I
sometimes run out of ideas on what things to put in it. I would like to hear from you in the New Year as to what
you would like to see. I cannot promise that you will get it but it may give me some ideas for future issues.
I apologize for this issue of the Kamshaft being a little late. Between my computer being down and my
getting ready for the mover the December Kamshaft was moved further down my to do list.
As noted above in Calendar of Events No February Kamshaft as the staff is on holidays.

– Robert Gordon Eacrett Born October 7, 1939
Bob Eacrett left us on November 30 2017 after a short illness. He and Nancy
belonged to the Kamloops Chapter of the Vintage Car Club of Canada for 39
years.
Bob had many cars in his life time with the club, the 1946 Ford Business Coupe, the
1930 Hupmobile, 1939 Packard to name just a few. The most recent was the 1982 Buick.
For a number of years he worked at Arduini’s Shoes. He did not only sell shoes he made sure they were the
correct fit for the ladies dainty feet. As Bob would say all the little old ladies loved him.
Bob and Nancy were very active with the Club until they moved from Kamloops in 1995. They managed the
White Post Museum in Tappen until just recently, when they moved back to Kamloops to be closer to family.
Bob leaves behind his loving wife Nancy, son Todd and daughter Laurie and his beloved grandson Carmac.
You will be missed. Rest in Peace Bob

By: Dick Parkes 250 573 5740 rparkes@telus.net

THE DOORS ARE CLOSED
FOR THE BALANCE OF THE YEAR
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RENO
I am proposing a bus trip to Reno leaving Kamloops August 7th returning August
14th.
If you should be interested please contact Dave 250 371 4644 or kamshafteditor@gmail.com
for more details. 32 people are needed to make it happen with a maximum of 52. So far I
have 20 members showing interest.

Event Dates: August 9, 2018 - August 11, 2018
Location: Reno, Nevada
Always held in conjunction with the World Renown Hot August Nights Car Show. Over 2000 swap
spaces. Covered space available, Huge outdoor car corral 400 + spaces, 250 indoor cool car
showroom, Indoor Nostalgia Faire, Auto Cross. Located at Reno Livestock Event Center (Washoe
County Fairgrounds, 1350 Wells Ave. Reno NV. 89512 (Interstate 80 & Wells Ave)

Splashy Cars Across the Pond: - By Geoff Gibbard
While traipsing through southern England this September, Judy and I happened on some interesting and unusual
vehicles. We took some photos and have created the following blurb thinking it could be of interest to some club
members. As you will see, Judy took the pics (as evidenced by the
appearance of that good looking guy in the red jacket) and we
collaborated on the write-ups as our memories are good but are
getting shorter.
We discovered this in the James Herriot Museum in Thirsk, a town
some 40 minutes from York via the city bus. We can attest it takes
90 minutes in rush hour when traffic in York comes to a standstill.
This 1937 Austin 7 was used in 41 productions of All Creatures
Great and Small. Due to its lack of brakes and steering none of the
actors wanted anything to do with driving it to shooting locations so
the mechanic who ended up restoring it several years ago rose to the
challenge.
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While in Oxford (not attending university) we found a
couple of car club shows and took some pics. This two
headed gem was built by Gerry Lloyd in his own shop,
he did all the work including the painting. Only one end
is operational because that is the only way he could get
it certified as road worthy. As you might imagine,
registration was a rather lengthy, tedious process. Gerry
found two ’91 rover 150s, chopped them in half and put
them together. It is registered as a 2012 vehicle and he
has put approximately 33 000 miles on it, making runs
for charity in Britain and on the Continent. He says the
idea was hatched over one bottle of wine too many. Can
any of us relate to that?
The
owner
declared that this Morgan has a wooden chassis. We were dubious and
with a little sleuthing have discovered that the body substructure
(whatever that is) uses ash and that the chassis is either metal or
aluminum depending on the model. From 1952 to 1982, this Armstrong
Siddeley Hurricane belonged to its first owner, Dr. “Jimmy” James who
was Headmaster of Harrow School from 1953 to 1971. From 1982 to
present, the car has
belonged to its second
owner,
Dr.
Robert
Gasser
who
was
formerly the Bursar of Brasenose College. The car has been
carefully maintained in roadworthy condition for its entire life and
is used throughout the year, though only for local journeys in fine
weather. The comfortable cruising speed is 50 mph and it does
about 15 mpg. It is occasionally used for weddings.
Moving along from Oxford we found this in the village of Bere
Regis. It is close to
Dartmoor and boasts a very good pub. This machine is a 1995
Marcos, I know, you have never heard of it and neither have I.
However, I got a ride in this thing and what a hot rod. It is built
so low to the ground that it has to be driven over speed bumps
slowly and at an angle. With some 335 horsepower it is a rocket
and corners like you wouldn’t believe. The interior is beautifully
finished with leather and a wood grain dashboard.
This 1930 Rolls was sitting in the driveway next door to my
cousin’s place in Chichester (on England’s south coast). It is
absolutely beautiful and the engine simply purrs.
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And now for the finale! This 1921 Model T is owned by my cousin, Jeanette. At 79 years young she pulls it out
of her garage, jacks it up, starts it, lets it run for a few minutes,
drops the jack, hops in and off we go. The car does have a starter
motor as she is a little twitchy about using the crank as was I.
The experiences with these vehicles added even more magic to
an already magical trip. I
hope you enjoyed this
rendition of a few of our
experiences. Geoff

DODGE PROJECT REPORT
Work Bee Saturday, November 4th by: - Bill Kermode
Andy’s Cordonier’s shop was already a hive of activity when I arrived at 10:05 for a look at the 1928 Dodge. I
don’t know how many had already arrived but people just kept coming during the morning.

Most of the chatter was about the condition of the car.
When Craig got everyone’s attention and outlined what was needed to be done to assess cost of getting the car
running. Some of the group attacked the jobs with others assisting where they good.
First the car was jacked up so wheel bearings and brakes could be checked while others took out spark plugs
and tested compression, checked for watering oil etc. gas tank was removed, oil in transmission was checked for
grit. The front wheels came off quite easily so that the brakes could be removed but the rear wheels became a
problem.
Even John’s wheel puller would not get them off so they were left for another day. Andy brought out an
apparatus for checking compression and valve seating that I had not seen before (which didn’t surprise me as he
has tools in his backroom for every situation). The electrical was checked, finding lights and horn worked. Except
for the rear wheels,
I thought it was a very productive session thanks to Andy Cordonier, Craig Beddie, John Bone, Terry Davidson,
Ray Henry, Gerry Wallin, Keith Barron, Grant Rice, Art Harms, John Foley, Bob Gieselman, Ken Hoshowski,
Don Potts, Brian Vye and Rick Wourms and sons. My apologies if I forgot anyone. Bill
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DODGE PROJECT REPORT
Work Bee Saturday, November 10th by: - Ken Hoshowski
At the October meeting of the Kamloops Chapter discussion ensued about the generous offer
by the Fuoco family to donate a 1928 Dodge Bros. sedan to our Club. The last time this vehicle
was on the road was for a 1999 family wedding. After much discussion it was agreed we would
accept this car only after a total inspection to determine if the car was in fact repairable and
restorable with a minimum amount of cost to the Chapter. On October 11 Dick Parkes, John
Bone and Craig Beddie met with the owners to view and discuss the possibility of transferring
the car to the Club. On October 31 it was moved to Andy Cordonier’s garage where club members
cleaned the inside, which was in great shape. The outside and particularly the engine compartment
had been home to a colony of rats.
On November a work party of 18 members assembled at Andy’s to begin the first major
inspection. The car was put on jack stands, front wheels pulled, gas tank removed. Engine,
transmission and rear end were checked for metal and water. A compression check of the engine
showed good compression in all six cylinders. On November 10 a work party of 5 members
replaced spark plugs. No metal was found. The vacuum tank was removed and all gas lines were
purged. The engine was run for about 30 minutes and sounds great. All wheels have now been
removed, drums will be turned and new lining installed. This car has four wheel mechanical
brakes.
On November 18 another work party of 13 members gathered to work on
wheels, brakes and other related jobs. The engine
was run again for about 40 minutes, all oils and
coolants drained. They the removed radiator and
heater core which will be repaired. The rad shell has
serious rust and has been sent for refinishing. New
tires have been ordered. A new front windshield has
been acquired and will be installed.
This project has generated a lot of interest and will
definitely be an asset to our fleet of vehicles. It is nice to see some of our
new members coming out to the work parties. The paper work transferring
the vehicle to the society is now complete. This project will not be a total restoration but will be
repaired so it will be safe to drive. Final approval and a budget was established at the general
meeting on November 22.
Our thanks to Andy Cordonier for allowing us to again use his shop and equipment and to Craig
Beddie for being our foreman, Dick Parkes for being our contact with the Fuoco family and
looking after all the necessary paperwork. We also thank all members who have taken the time
to come out to the work parties. The next work party is slated for December 10.Ken
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Christmas Party
I would like to say thanks a bunch to all who helped to make our Christmas
party a success again - Marge and Eileen and their husbands as well as my own,
Mal and Ellen.
Many others offered help and guidance.
It was all appreciated. Our turkey dinner was scrumptious.
We raised $160.00 from the raffle for the bottle and the box of home
baking. We raised $241.00 for the food bank. Great job folks. Lila Foley



INFORMATION REGARDING 1928 DODGE’S: - By Keith Barron

Dear Editor: - I have been working with the VCC. Group, inspecting the club’s 1928 Dodge Brothers car. I have
also been doing lots of research learning about the car.
I decided to put together some facts that I thought the club members may find interesting. A little about the car
and its Dodge Brothers history.
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Here is my article. I gathered the info from various internet sources a books.
Re: Dodge Brothers 1928 Dodge Brothers Standard Six SN J37014
Built in Early June 1928
Brothers John and Horace Dodge, who were trained as machinists, at one time
built bicycles which were extremely popular in 1900. At the turn of the century
the new automobile industry was in new and booming. The boys could see an
opportunity to build automobile parts.. They opened their own machine shop in Detroit
in 1902.
Henry Fold who had been through two bankruptcies in the early 1900's approached the Dodge brothers to build
auto parts for him. The boys knowing of Henry's financial troubles asked for a 10% share in Henry's company. A
financial agreement was made and the Dodge Brothers began building car parts for Ford. At this time the Ford
Motor Company had 12 employees, the Dodge Brother's machine shop had 125.
John and Horace re-designed and made several improvements to Ford’s Model A car parts. The huge success of
the Ford Company netted John and Horace thousands of dollars a year in shareholder dividends.
All along, the Dodge Brother were
Eventually Henry opened a new car
Brother's machining services. In 1913
were going into the automobile
were to compete directly with Henry
of the era. By this time there were about
the USA.

preparing for independence from Ford.
factory and no longer needed the Dodge
the Dodge Brothers announced that they
business, building their own car. They
Ford and many other car manufacturers
1,000 automobile manufacturers within

In July of 1914 the Dodge Brothers car company was legally formed. Priced at about twice the price of a Model
T Ford, the car was sold on reliability and quality. Only 249 Dodge Brothers cars were built in 1914. Yet even
in their first year, they had become the third largest automobile company in the USA. By 1915 around 45,000
cars were build. The brothers coined the phrase "dependability", used in advertising for their cars. The word was
soon officially added to the dictionary.
By now Henry Ford was not happy about paying annual dividends to the Dodge Brothers, for their 10% share in
his company. Every year the boy’s received a healthy sum to re-invest in their own automobile.
Henry decided he would stop paying the boys any dividends. A law suit ensued and the Dodge Brothers were
awarded $19 million dollars in back owed dividends. Soon after the boys auctioned off all their Ford shares and
netted another 25 million in proceeds.
By 1918 over 60,000 Dodge Brothers cars were produced, as well as many large
Howitzer cannons for the Allied forces during the Great War.
In 1920 Horace Dodge fell sick with pneumonia. His brother rushed to his side. Horace
died within 10 days of being diagnosed. John also caught pneumonia soon after
Horace's death. He lingered on for a few month's then also died.
By this time Dodge Brother's had become the second largest auto manufacturer in the USA.
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The Dodge Brother's wives inherited the company. They quickly promoted a long-term trusted employee to run
the company. In 1924 the first Canadian Dodge car plant was opened in Walkersville Ontario.
Although unproven as of this writing, I am finding hints that the 1928 Senior Six car that the club members are
currently inspecting, may very well have been built in Canada.
In 1925 the wives of the Dodge Brothers decided to sell the company. A financial firm, Dillon, Reid & Co.
purchased it for $146 million. They outbid General Motors who were also seriously interested in acquiring one
of their largest competitors.
In July of 1928 Walter P Chrysler purchased the Dodge Brothers company for $170 million.
The 1928 Standard Six Dodge Brothers car currently in the club's possession was built before Walter P Chrysler
had purchased the company. The car houses a straight 6 cylinder, flat head engine. It has mechanical brakes, a
cab heater, and a 6V electrical system with electric starter. It sports rear suicide doors, and wood spoke wheels.
The odometer currently reads 44,577 miles.  Keith

If you know any member that needs a little sunshine please Contact Elaine Jones Our Sunshine
Girl at joneselaine28@yahoo.ca 778 470 0369. Elaine sent cards to the following members: Diane Moyer-Get Well
Denis Jolicoeur-Get Well
Jeanne Chambers-Get Well
Clarke Borth Get Well
Marg and Ernie McNaughton-Sympathy
Nancy Eacrett-Sympathy

Hi Dave, Wonder if you could put the word out?
I’m looking for a rear bumper for a 1971 Ford
Galaxie 500. Parts car would be good too.
Thanks, Wayne Clarke 250 962 5997 or
9judway@telus.net
1953 Chrysler Winsor Exterior Front Sun Visor Full
windshield width Keith Barron 250 554 0224
Front Fenders 1949 International KB2
Terry 604 277 6075
1965 Pontiac Parisienne Rear Letters
250 376 4640

2 Post Cincinnati C-7000 $2,500.00 2 post Auto Lift.
New Hydraulic Rob 250 554 0224
1962 Meteor $3,500.00 4dr sedan only 65,000 miles
new tires & windshield, rebuilt
221 V-8
Geoff Gibbard 250 372 1429
4 Full Disc Hub Caps (New Centers)’55 Ford $200.00
Front end sheet metal for 1958 Ford $50.00
Terry 250 578 8510
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Indoor Garage / Moving Sale 4015 Davie Rd. Rayleigh
I plan on having an indoor yard sale hopefully in January. As I am moving into an apartment I will have
to do what they call a lot of downsizing.
I guess this is one of the things that a person does as they get older.
I will send out an email to give the club members the first opportunity should there be anything they could
make use of and then open it to the public. Editor.

Club Makes Presntation to Logan Lake Arena

John Foley shows the club at the November meeting the plaque that reads {The Kamloops
Chapter of the VCCC Thanks the District of Logan Lake & Arena Staff for their support
of our Swap Meet,and Show & Shine] that was going to be presented to the Logan Lake
Arena.
Ray Henry & John Foley on behalf of the Chapter did present to Bruce at the Logan Lake
Arena the plaque in appreciation of how well the club was treated when we held our Annual
Swap Meets there.

A Thought to Remember Until Next Time: Practice makes perfect,

so be careful what you practice.
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